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Abstract:
Amino acid changing mutations in proteins are contstrained by purifying selection and
accumulate at different rates. We estimate evolutionary rates on multiple alignments of
eukaryotic protein families in a maximum likelihood framework. We ﬁnd that the evolution of indispensable proteins is constrained by selection and that protein secretion
is coupled to an increased evolutionary rate.

1 Introduction
Proteins evolve at different rates because the mutational process that acts on a protein is
subject to a speciﬁc selective pressure. For example, an alignment of histones from man,
fugu, ﬂy, and worm shows only few amino acid exchanges. Here almost all amino acid
changing substitutions are deleterious, the selective regime is rather stringent. At the other
extreme orthologous receptor tyrosine kinases from the same organisms may be even nontrivial to align and only few residues are under strong purifying selection.
The rates of protein evolution are routinely quantiﬁed by comparing the coding nucleotide
sequences of orthologous gene pairs between closely related organisms. Several authors
apply the codon substitution model implemented in PAML [Yan97] to estimate d N , the
expected number of non-synonymous substitutions causing a change of the amino acid
sequence [DP04, CDKHK04, HK05]. The molecular clock model assumes that the number of substitutions is proportional to the divergence time and to a constant rate at which
substitutions accumulate. Since orthologous sequences have diverged by speciation, the
measures of dN for individual orthologous gene pairs constitute a rate distribution of the
proteomes. Still when dN , measured between two close lineages, is transferred to other
distantly related protein coding genes as in [DP04], the rate variations among diverse
lineages are not taken into account. Here it becomes feasible to estimate evolutionary rates
by measuring the degree of sequence divergence among larger sets of orthologous proteins, that is, within orthologous families. Koonin et al. [KFJ+ 04] apply a measure for an
evolutionary rate on sets of distantly related orthologs by averaging distances from the outgroup sequence to other sequences. In our study, evolutionary rates of orthologous families
are estimated in a maximum likelihood (ML) framework. We require the orthologous
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families to hold members of a deﬁned set of organisms. Thus, the total time that has
passed since the sequences diverged is the same within different orthologous families and
different levels of sequence divergence can be compared and related to historical time.
The promising goals when pinpointing rate distributions include the disclosure of global
principles inﬂuencing selection. For example, purifying selection is expected to act weaker
on dispensable than on indispensable proteins and some authors accomplish correlating
some degree of a protein’s dispensability to its evolutionary rate [HF01, HK05]. Others try
to relate evolutionary rates to sequence length, tissue speciﬁcity, secretion or the afﬁliation
of the proteins to functional categories [LSK+ 02, WGP04, KFJ+ 04, CDKHK04].
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines the acquisition of the orthologous
families and multiple alignments. Section 3 presents two ML estimators for a family
speciﬁc rate. In Section 4, the prevalent assumption that indispensable proteins are more
evolutionary conserved is put forward. Finally, we investigate the rates of extra-cellular
proteins in Section 5. A case study focuses on the rates of protein tyrosine kinases.

2 The data, orthologous families and alignments
We derive orthologous families containing members of the primate Homo sapiens, the
pufferﬁsh Fugu rubripes, the arthropode Drosophila melanogaster, and the nematode
Caenorhabditis elegans. The sample among completely sequenced and divergent model
organisms is chosen such that pairs of orthologous amino acid sequences are subject to a
signiﬁcant and informative portion of sequence divergence.
The peptide sequences were downloaded from the Ensembl database (version 16)
[HBB+ 02]. We ﬁrst apply the INPARANOID software to obtain orthologous groups
for each pair of organisms by requiring a high conﬁdence for orthologous assignments
and setting the INPARANOID conﬁdence value to 95% [RSS01]. Under the assumption
that orthologous relationships are transitive, the orthologous groups derived for pairs of
organisms are merged into orthologous families if they have a sequence in common.
We select the orthologous families that contain at least one representative of each organism.
When an orthologous family contains more than one sequence per organism we select four
sequences of similar length. Sequences are ﬁltered for low complexity regions [WF93]
and for each family a multiple alignment of four orthologous sequences is generated using
DCA [SMD97]. The recursion stop size in DCA is set to 400. That is, obtained multiple
alignments with less than 400 sites are deﬁnite optimal alignments with respect to the sum
of pairs score. Finally, we discard orthologous families with alignments containing less
than 80 gapless sites as well as some families with spurious alignments containing large
numbers of gaps. We end up with a set of 3640 orthologous families and multiple alignments. For the ML tree computations described below we consider the gapless sites of the
alignments only.
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3 Estimating family speciﬁc rates of protein evolution
We apply two approaches to estimate family speciﬁc evolutionary rates using standard
ML phylogenetic tree estimation procedures. Under the assumption that point mutations
accumulate according to a stochastic process that acts independently on the sites of a
sequence, a reversible Markov process with a stationary distribution is commonly used
as a probabilistic model of sequence evolution [MV00, MSV02]. We choose the Müller–
Vingron model as amino acid replacement model where replacement frequencies were
estimated on alignments of varying degree of divergence [MSV02]. Further, the Markov
process is calibrated to PAM units. In concrete terms, in a sequence of 100 residues that
evolves according to the Markov process and along an edge in a model tree with length
t = 1 PAM one substitution event is expected to occur.
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Figure 1: Species tree (a) and a gene tree (b) for the species under study. Edge lengths of the species
tree τj , j = 1, ..., 5 are estimates of divergence times in Millions of years (My) [WKH99, Hed02].
Species names are abbreviated by C (Caenorhabditis elegans), D (Drosophila melanogaster), F
(Fugu rubripes), and H (Homo sapiens). Gene names of family i are abbreviated by c, d, f, and h.
The ultrametricity implies τ1 = τ2 and τ3 = τ4 − τ2 .

For the species under study here, the unrooted tree topology T of the species phylogeny
is known. Consider the likelihood L(t(i) ) of the phylogentic tree [Fel81] for orthologous
family i where four orthologous sequences are placed at the leaves of a tree (see Figure 1(b))
(i)

L(t ) = Pr(X

(i)

(i)

n(i)

| t , T, Q) =

Pr(Xs(i) | t(i) , T, Q)

(1)

s=1
(i)

L(t(i) ) is the probability to observe the alignment X (i) with the aligned positions Xs ,
s = 1, ..., n(i) , that have evolved according to the tree T with edge lengths
(i)
(i)
t(i) = (t1 , ..., t5 ) under our evolutionary Markov process Q. (In the following, we
omit the notation of T and Q that remain ﬁxed in our likelihood computations.)
The literature provides estimates of divergence times for the species under study here
[WKH99, Hed02]. Figure 1(a) shows the species tree with edge lengths τ = (τ 1 , ..., τ5 )
representing times. We use these divergence times to relate measures of amino acid replacements in a phylogenetic tree to historical times.
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First, we do not assume rate constancy among lineages and no constraints are imposed
(i)
(i)
on the edge lengths of the phylogenetic tree. The edge length estimates t j = t̂j ,
j = 1, ..., 5, are the values where the likelihood function L(t(i) ) assumes its maximum.
(i)
The tree length j t̂j of the maximum likelihood tree holds the total amount of substitutions having accumulated on the evolutionary paths. The time that has passed since
mutations accumulated is given by the tree length of the species tree j τj . Thus, a natural
measure for a family-speciﬁc evolutionary rate is given by the tree length ratio ˆ
li
l̂i =

(i)
j t̂j
j τj

(2)

At the other extreme, we assume that the sequences have evolved at a constant rate along
the edges of the species tree in Figure 1(a). With the parametrization
t(i) = λi · τ

(3)

(suggested, e.g., in [Yan96]) the likelihood depends just on the parameter λ i
n(i)

Lλ (λi ) =

Pr(Xs(i) | λi τ )

(4)

s=1

We call the scaling factor λ̂i that maximizes Lλ (λi ) the Family Speciﬁc Rate (FSR) of
family i.
How well does the Family Speciﬁc Rate model ﬁt the data? This question can be adressed
either for the individual orthologous families or for the whole data set that contains all
families. In the latter case, we consider the alignments of all 3640 orthologous families in
a large concatenated alignment X . Competing model assumptions can be tested by likelihood ratio tests (LRT), the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and the Bayes Information
Criterion (BIC) [Fel04]. Under the assumption that the sequences in X have evolved
according to our species tree and at Family Speciﬁc Rates, the total maximum likelihood
in the FSR model is LFSR = 3640
i=1 Lλ (λ̂i ). When applying the above mentioned tests,
the FSR-model performs well in comparison to other models. For example, we make use
of PAML [Yan97] and assume a model where the rate parameter at an alignment position
of X is drawn from a discretized gamma distribution with 40 rate categories. The latter
model depends on the ﬁve edge lengths of the tree estimated and on the shape parameter
of the gamma distribution. In a comparision of this model to the FSR model, the many
more rate parameters in the FSR model are penalized by the AIC and by the BIC. Still,
according to AIC and BIC the FSR model ﬁts the data better.
For the individual families the likelihood function Lλ (λi ) is recovered from the likelihood
function L(t(i) ) with the parametrization in equation 3. This indicates that the models to
estimate λ̂i and l̂i are nested models. Thus, a LRT that checks whether the simpler FSR
model is preferable can be carried out. We estimate Family Speciﬁc Rates λ̂i and tree
length ratios l̂i and perform a LRT for each orthologous family. The LRT reveals 888
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orthologous families that have evolved at an approximately constant rate according to our
species tree. We call these families rate constant families.
The scatter plot in Figure 2(a) compares values of λ̂i and lˆi of all orthologous families.
Interestingly both tree models yield almost the same rate estimates. As expected λˆi and l̂i
closely scatter around the bisecting line and assume virtually the same values for the rate
li for the whole set of families are also highly
constant families. Still values of λ̂i and ˆ
correlated with a correlation coefﬁcient of r = 0.982.
We conclude that the rates of protein evolution are driven by family speciﬁc effects. In
the following we refer to the rate of an orthologous family by its Family Speciﬁc Rate λ̂i .
Figure 2(b) shows the overall distribution of Family Speciﬁc Rates λ̂i ranging from 1 to
162 PAM per billions of years (PAM/BYr). The mean rate amounts to 52 PAM/BYr, the
median rate to 50 PAM/BYr.
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Figure 2: a) The scatter plot compares Family Speciﬁc Rates λ̂i to tree length ratios l̂i . b) Histogram
of all Family Speciﬁc Rates λ̂i and of the subset of rates for families in the nonviable class (see
Section 4).

4 Indispensable proteins are more conserved
Essentiality of a gene can be identiﬁed by knock-out experiments. If the absence of a
gene results in a lethal or sterile phenotype the gene is considered essential. Such genes
are expected to be subject to stringent purifying selection [CPS+ 03]. Small doublestranded RNA molecules can interfere the translation of mRNA molecules obeying a similar sequence. The small RNA molecules are called short interfering RNAs (siRNAs) and
the mechanism is known as RNA interference (RNAi). A ’genome-wide’ loss-of-function
analysis covered 86% of C. elegans genes [KFD+ 03]. According to the observed phenotype the genes were grouped into three classes: “the nonviable class (Nonv), consisting
of embryonic or larval lethality or sterility (with or without associated post-embryonic
defects); the growth defects (Gro) class, consisting of slow or arrested post-embryonic
growth; and the viable post-embryonic phenotype (Vpep) class, consisting of defects
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in post-embryonic development (for example, in movement or body shape) without any
associated lethality or slowed growth” [KFD+ 03].
phenotype
class
All
Nonv
Grow
Vpep

total
number
–
1170
276
276

number of
FS rates
3640
502
117
68

mean FSR
(PAM/BYr)
52.4
39.8
52.4
47.9

p-value
–
1.29 · 10−28
0.902
0.115

Table 1: Mean Family Speciﬁc Rates for orthologous families when they are grouped according
to one of the three phenotype classes observed in the C. elegans sequence. The p-value in the
rightmost column is obtained by comparing the rates of genes within a phenotype class to all rates
by a Wilcoxon two sample test.

We compare rate distributions of orthologous families with proteins in speciﬁc phenotypic
classes to the overall rate distribution. Table 1 summarizes the results. The nonviable
class is the only phenotype class where signiﬁcant differences in rate distributions are
observed. Of 1170 worm genes within the nonviable class, 502 genes are found within
our alignments of orthologous families. The histograms in Figure 2(b) illustrate that the
families of the nonviable class have lower rates compared to the rates of all orthologous
families. The mean rate of the C. elegans-nonviable set amounts to 39.8 PAM/BYr. The
Wilcoxon two sample test comparing the overall to the nonviable rate distribution yields a
p-value of p = 1.29 · 10−28 (see Table 1).
Further, we investigate the interrelation of our evolutionary rates and a large fraction of
the C. elegans interactome. Li et al. [LAB+ 04] obtained more than 4000 interactions
through carefully performed high throughput two-hybrid analysis. Already known and
further potential interactions predicted from orthologs of other organisms were added and
alltogether 5534 interactions for 2898 proteins were combined into the Worm Interactome
version 5 (WI5). Like other biological networks WI5 exhibits scale-free properties.
Do the number of interactions within WI5 correlate to evolutionary rates? In the following,
the number of interaction partners is referred to as degree k. We ﬁnd 765 of 2898 worm
genes in WI5 in our data set. Rates and degrees are weakly negatively correlated. A
relation is established when partitioning the set of 765 proteins with respect to the degree
of the worm proteins and with respect to the rates.
First we split the 765 proteins into three sets with degrees k ∈ {1}, k ∈ {2, 3}, and k ∈
{4, .., 89} and compare the rate distributions among the three sets. We ﬁnd 380 proteins
with degree k ∈ {1}, 199 with degree k ∈ {2, 3}, and 186 with degree k ∈ {4, .., 89}.
Indeed, the mean rate of the three sets decreases with growing k, suggesting that purifying
selection acts stronger on hubs of the interactome. It turns out that the rate distributions of
the sets for k ∈ {2, 3} and k ∈ {4, .., 89} do not signiﬁcantly differ. Yet the comparison
of both of them together or individually to the rate distribution of families with k ∈ {1}
yields signiﬁcant p-values (e.g., for the sets with k ∈ {1} and with k ∈ {4, .., 89} the
p-value is p = 1.04 · 10−4 ).
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Second we split the set of 765 orthologous families into four approximately same sized
sets with rates in four different non-intersecting rate intervals. The bar chart in Figure 3
compares the frequencies of families for a given rate interval and a certain degree category.
For k ∈ {1} we observe that most of the families belong to the fastest rate interval. For
k ∈ {4, .., 89} the reverse holds. Our results support the view that interactions impose
additional constraints on the replacement of amino acid residues.
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Figure 3: The bar chart compares Family Speciﬁc Rates to numbers of interaction partners in the WI5
data set. 765 orthologous families were deﬁned as belonging to one of four rate categories as well
as to one of three degree categories. Numbers in parentheses indicate the numbers of orthologous
families belonging to a rate category. For degree k ∈ {1}, most of the orthologous families are fast
evolving. For proteins with k ∈ {4, .., 89} small rates are over-represented.

5 Extra-cellular proteins are fast evolving
We combine different in silico approaches to derive a set of extra-cellular families. Namely
we check putative extra-cellular localization due to Swiss-Prot annotations [NR02], the
detection of extra-cellular SMART domains [MSBP02, LCS+ 04] and the existence either
of a predicted signal peptide [NEBvH97] or a transmembrane helix [SvHK98]. If the
proteins of an orthologous family meet at least two of those criteria, we call the respective
family extra-cellular.
We end up with a set of 241 orthologous families with extra-cellular proteins. This set
also includes transmembrane proteins which follow the secretory pathway but are only in
part extra-cellular. We observe that the rate distribution of the extra-cellular families is
signiﬁcantly shifted to larger rates. The mean rate and the median rate are 67.2 PAM/BYr
and 64 PAM/BYr, respectively. A Wilcoxon two sample test that compares the rate distribution of all orthologous families to the rate distribution of the extra-cellular families
yields a signiﬁcant p-value of p = 1.80 · 10−19 .
Protein Tyrosine Kinases (PTKs) are involved in cellular signalling pathways and regulate
key cell functions such as proliferation, cell growth, immune response and differentiation.
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Figure 4: Receptor Tyrosine Kinases (above dashed line) and Protein Tyrosine Kinases (below
dashed line). Representations of the proteins by their domain architectures were downloaded from
the SMART web server [LCS+ 04] and comprise predicited SMART domains (bubbles), PFAM
domains (rectangles), transmembrane helices (narrow vertically oriented rectangles) and signal peptides (at the N-terminus). Domain symbols and names are itemized in an online appendix (see
Supplementary material). FSRs of orthologous families are written above gene names. Numbers
below domains are rates of domains in PAM/BYr units.
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We focus on the large multigene family of PTKs in greater detail and analyze the 14
domain architectures shown in Figure 4. Each of the domain architectures is present within
a distinct orthologous family. Comparing PTKs is interesting with regard to a putative
interrelation of a protein’s extra-cellular localization and its evolutionary rate. While nonreceptor PTKs are purely cytoplasmic, receptor PTKs are membrane anchored and contain
an extra-cellular ligand binding domain. The set of 14 orthologous families divides into
9 families with receptor PTKs shown above the dashed line and 5 families containing
non-receptor PTKs shown below the dashed line in Figure 4.
Family Speciﬁc Rates of orthologous families are written above gene names in Figure 4.
While the rates of purely cytoplasmic PTKs range from 33 to 67 PAM/BYr, rates of receptor PTKs range from 56 to 84 PAM/BYr. This suggests that there is a general trend of the
receptor PTKs to evolve at larger rates than the non-receptor PTKs.
We further disentangle the evolutionary rates by assessing the rates of the proteins’ constituting domains. For that purpose we cut out the domains out of the sequences and align
them to the domain models using “hmmalign” [Edd98]. Finally, we apply the FSR estimator to the domain alignments. Domain rates are written below domain symbols in
Figure 4. It is revealed that the extra-cellular domains are more divergent than their cytoplasmic counterparts. The largest rate observed for the Tyrosine Kinase domain is 44
PAM/BYr. In contrast, each of the extra-cellular domains is more divergent. We conclude
that the large rates of the receptor PTKs indeed are due to the extra-cellular portions of the
proteins.

6 Summary and conclusion
We analyze evolutionary rates of protein families that comprise orthologs from man, fugu,
ﬂy, and worm. The assumption that the number of mutations per time unit is constant,
the so called molecular clock hypothesis, allows to represent the evolution of a family by
a rooted ultrametric phylogenetic tree where all leaves are equally distant to the root. In
such a tree the edge lengths are proportional to the estimated number of mutation events
and can be scaled with a rate parameter. The fact that a protein’s evolutionary rate differs
for different lineages, i.e., that the molecular clock does not hold in general, is accounted
for by reconstructing an additive tree rather than an ultrametric one. We apply both tree
models and a ML framework to estimate family speciﬁc evolutionary rates. A pregiven
set of divergence times is used to relate measures of amino acid replacements to historical
times.
We consider publicly available data of RNAi knockout experiments and high throughput
2-hybrid systems in C. elegans and establish relationships of family speciﬁc rates to the
essentiality and the connectivity of proteins. We ﬁnd that indispensable proteins are subject to strong purifying selection.
Finally, we analyze fast evolving extra-cellular proteins and the large multigene family of
protein tyrosine kinases. For the latter we reveal that extra-cellular domains compared to
their cytoplasmic counterparts are more divergent.
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Supplementary material The whole set of orthologous families, together with alignments and ML trees, FSRs, tree length ratios, pi -values of LRTs and 95%-bootstrap conﬁdence intervals of FSRs is available available at http://speeds.molgen.mpg.de. Symbols
and names of domains shown in Figure 4 are itemized in an online appendix available at
http://speeds.molgen.mpg.de/gcb appendix.
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